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Integrated Business Planning (IBP) is the process of 
integrating sales, finance, product supply teams and 
processes into one planning cycle with insights to drive a 
close alignment between opertational efficiency, agility and 
strategic business performance.

Sales and Operational Planning (S&OP) is widely adopted across the consumer 
goods industry, but the benefits achieved depend on the maturity of the 
organization. In many cases, the S&OP process has a strong supply chain focus and 
serves primarily to balance supply planning with demand and inventory levels. 
Cross functional teams are spending too much time reviewing actuals or debating 
the validity of the forecast and are missing out on building layered plans with clear 
agreed assumptions.

A poor alignment between strategic goals and operational execution restricts the 
business’s ability to respond optimally to changes; disparate KPIs make insights 
and control difficult and limit the early identification of the gaps between the 
demand and supply plans and the company’s strategic plan. This forces a rear view 
mirror decision making approach in which management has poor visibility, resulting 
in mistrust.Operational inefficiencies result from poorly structured forecasting 
processes that also lack accountability and governance with regards to 
adjustments. 

“Streamlined and 
enhanced cross 

functional planning 
and insight 

capabilites, that 
improve business 
effectiveness and 

peformance, to 
achieve financial 

goals”
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Why Exceedra Integrated Business Planning?

Customer Business Planning
Customer business planning enables commercial teams to improve customer planning and 
tracking capabilities. It allows more accurate and timely plans to be generated at a faster 
pace, as well as the creation of multiple scenarios than can be jointly assessed for margin 
impact

Trade Promotion Management /Optimization (TPM/O)
TPM/O streamlines workflow, provides financial control, and crucially allows sales teams to 
gain insights, construct and monitor winning ROI focused promotional programs

Joint Business Planning 
Joint business planning enables goals, strategies and action plan alignment between retail 
partners and manufacturers to drive shared objectives that increase sales, profits and 
growth. It provides the means to build a plan that addresses key consumer/shopper needs 
based on shopper and consumer insight 

Sales & Operations Planning (S&OP) 
S&OP focuses on the construction of a fully multi-layered demand plan (volume and value) 
and drives the optimal supply plan including inventory optimization, replenishment and 
supply planning

Integrated Insights 
Integrated Insights provide a unified view of internal and external KPIs. It streamlines and 
automates the process of transforming data into actionable insight: collect, harmonize and 
distribute external data e.g. POS, syndicated or study data
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Customer Business 
Planning

Trade Promotion 
Management 
/Optimization

Demand & Supply 
Planning

Category Planning

Management 
Reporting & Target 
Setting

Execution 
Monitoring

Integrated Insights

Joint Business 
Planning

-Gap reporting
-Risks & opportunities
-Top down planning
-Board packs

-Account P&Ls
-Scenarios
-Uplift predictons
-Automatic post evaluation
-Customer & category 
margin modeeling

-Promotion planning
-Scenarios
-Status & approval 
management
-Program visualization

-Demand forecasting
-Inventory planning
-Scenarios
-Supply planning

-Baseline management
-Uplift predictions
-Demand review reporting
-Approvals

-Integrated retail profit 
modelling
-Sell-in & sell-out
-Cannibalization
-Post promotion effects

-Enhanced actuals 
reporting
-Store-level monitoring
-Late amendments
-Alerts

-POS data integration
-Syndicated data 
integration
-Enhanced actuals
-Alerting

Customer Proof Points:
By using Exceedra IBP, Consumer Goods Companies have seen overall margin 
improvements by up to 15%; a reduction in effort across the business to support budgeting 
and planning by up to 50%; improved accuracy of financial and volume forecast at the 
detailed level of up to 25%; improved trade investment ROI by 20% and an increase in 
service levels of 15%. 

Results:
Integrated Business Planning brings together Customer Business Planning, Trade 
Promotion Management/Optimization, Joint Business Planning, Sales and Operational 
Planning and Integrated Insights to connect and align leadership and key functional 
departments behind one business goal

Process Effectiveness:
-  Improve alignment of strategic objectives to the operation
- Improve management understanding of operational plan and financial implications and 
decisions to be made
- Integrate financial, sales and operational planning to optimize business performance
- Enhance efficiency of back-office processes at a lower cost of ownership
- Rationalize cost and complexity of IT landscape while enabling business transformation

Financial Efficiency:
- Overall margins up to 15% improvement
- Reduction in effort to produce board packs 50%
- Trade Spend ROI up to 25%
- Forecast accuracy improvement up 25%
- Reduction admin with trade promotion 50% 
- Service level increase 15% 

15%

25%

25%

improvement in 
overall margins

trade spend ROI 

improvement in 
forecast accuracy 

reduction in 
effort to produce 

board packs 

50%

Expected results:

Customers include: ACH Food, Bayer, Birdseye, Corby Wine & Spirits, Dyson, Hain Daniels 
Group, McKee Foods, Omega Pharma (Perrigo), Panasonic, Pladis, Valeo Foods, Vimto and 
Weetabix.
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 How Exceedra IBP integrates financial, sales and operational planning to 
optimize performance.

INTEGRATED
BUSINESS
PLANNING

End to end process: Enables the transition from S&OP to IBP. The modular approach covers 
the specific needs of the functions responsible for volume and financial planning. It makes it 
possible for sales, finance and supply chain to work efficiently and align strategic goals with 
detailed business activity. It provides improved visibility which boosts management’s 
understanding of the operational plan and its financial implications. 

Shared insights: The foundation of IBP is shared insights, with all functions working with the 
same numbers and visibility of assumptions, risks and opportunities.  
Best practice KPIs, analytics and reports help to optimize and track the business’ 
performance. The full drill-down capabilities cater for both specialist as well as line of 
business analyses; this flexibility provides critical insights that support a more balanced 
approach to decision making.

Effectively resourced process: The single platform provides functions with a clear 
delineation of roles and responsibilities. 
The automated reporting drives massive efficiency by streamlining and simplifying the end 
to end processes and thus freeing up resources to focus on more value-added activities.

Predictive planning: Enables the modelling of promotions and steal effects, distribution 
changes and sell-in and sell-out, providing greater planning accuracy. The solution 
supports full top down and bottom up planning, enabling goals to be set so the best 
possible plan can be reliably built and gaps and risks identified.

Integrated: The IBP solution provides insights to manage the optimum plan to optimal 
execution. In many cases, planning decisions made are fed into the ERP system; the 
Exceedra integration with ERP provides new capabilities to monitor execution, closely 
boosting internal efficiency.

Utilize external data; It integrates external data such as POS or syndicated data; this 
provides further significant insights that contribute to improvements in forecast accuracy 
and provide business confidence in the plan.  

Business services model: Exceedra delivers solutions and services that help clients 
run their IBP processes more efficiently and effectively globally. It includes our 
consulting services and industry-leading technology which can be hosted on the 
cloud or on premise.  <form action="http://go.pardot.com/l/674473/2018-12-19/g8" 
method="post">

ABOUT EXCEEDRA:

“At Exceedra, our mission is to 
provide best in class 

Integrated Business Planning 
and Revenue Management 

Solutions for Consumer 
Goods companies across the 

globe to help our clients 
make better business 

decisions and deliver better 
results. Our market leading 

solutions enable greater 
visibility and control, more 

agile planning and decision 
making, and a better total 
cost of ownership for our 

clients. 

The Exceedra Integrated 
Business Planning Platform 
includes modules for Trade 

Promotion Management and 
Optimization, Customer 

Business Planning & Joint 
Business Planning, Sales & 
Operational Planning and 

Integrated Business planning, 
and can be deployed in the 

cloud or on premise. We are a 
global company based in the 

UK, with offices in the US & 
Australia.”

EMEA:
Southbank House, 
Black Prince Rd
London, UK
SE1 7SJ

North America:
508 W. 5th,
Suite 100
Charlotte, NC 28202
United States

Asia Pacific:
Level 15
461 Bourke Street
Melbourne VIC 3000
Australia

sales@exceedra.com
www.exceedra.com

CONTACT:

OFFICES:
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